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Motivation and Main Problem

Photorealistically reconstructing a non-rigidly deforming scene using 
photos/videos captured casually from mobile photos



Motivation and Main Problem

Applications:
- Increased accessibility and applications of 3D modeling technology

Challenges:
- Nonrigidity: our inability to stay perfectly still
- Challenging materials like hair, glasses, and earrings



Prior Work: Non-rigid Reconstruction

Neural Volumes OccFlow



Limitations of Prior Work
- Cannot handle non-rigidly deforming scenes 



Contributions 

- A deformation field for 3D point warping

- High-fidelity reconstructions

- A canonical NeRF model as a template for all observations

- A method for generating photorealistic novel views of humans



General Background

NeRF:           𝐹: (x, d) → (c, 𝜎)

NeRF-A:       𝐹: (x, d, 𝜓!) → (c, 𝜎)

Notations:
- x: 3D position
- d: viewing angle
- c: color
- 𝜎: density
- 𝜓!: appearance code for each

observed frame 𝑖



Motivation and Observation



Different Observation Frames



Canonical Frame



Problem Setting

NeRF:           𝐹: (x, d) → (c, 𝜎)

NeRF-A:       𝐹: ( x , d, 𝜓!) → (c, 𝜎)

Notations:
- x: 3D position
- d: viewing angle
- c: color
- 𝜎: density
- 𝜓!: appearance code for each

observed frame 𝑖



Problem Setting

NeRF:           𝐹: (x, d) → (c, 𝜎)

NeRF-A:       𝐹: ( x , d, 𝜓!) → (c, 𝜎)

D-NeRF:

Notations:
- x: 3D position
- d: viewing angle
- c: color
- 𝜎: density
- 𝜓!: appearance code for each

observed frame 𝑖
- 𝑇: observation-to-canonical mapping
- 𝜔𝒊: per-frame learned latent code

𝐹: ( 𝑇(x, 𝜔𝒊) , d, 𝜓!)



Approach



Approach
- Deformation field: SE(3) 
- SE(3) transform: rotation q with pivot 

point s followed by a translation t

- MLP:



Approach



Approach



Elastic Regularization

- The deformation field adds ambiguities
- Solution: use elastic energies 
- Goal: achieve local rigidity



Elastic Regularization

- Compute the Jacobian for each point 𝐉#(𝐱)
- Apply SVD: 𝐉# 𝐱 = 𝑼𝚺𝑽𝑻

- Measure the deviation of the singular values of 𝐉# from the identity



Elastic Regularization

- Compute the Jacobian for each point 𝐉#(𝐱)
- Apply SVD: 𝐉# 𝐱 = 𝑼𝚺𝑽𝑻

- Measure the deviation of the singular values of 𝐉# from the identity

- Robustness: remap the elastic energy defined above with a robust loss



Background Regularization

- The deformation field is unconstrained
- Add a regularization term to prevent the background from moving



Coarse-to-Fine Deformation Regularization

- Positional encoding: 

- Higher m: higher frequency details, but may result in overfitting and 
modeling image noise

- Smaller m: not able to model deformations which require high frequency 
details



Coarse-to-Fine Deformation Regularization

- Positional encoding: 

- Coarse to fine:



Nerfies: Casual Free-Viewpoint Selfies

- Application: reconstruct high quality models 
of humans from casually captured selfies

- Input: a sequence of selfie photos or 
a selfie video (user is standing mostly still)



Nerfies: Casual Free-Viewpoint Selfies
- Frame selection: filter blurry frames using the variance of the Laplacian

- Camera registration: use SfM to compute camera poses for each image 
and intrinsic calibration

- Foreground segmentation: use a foreground segmentation network to 
filter out features on the subject



Experimental Results
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Discussion of results

- Renders novel views of humans with photorealistic quality

- Details (e.g., hair) are recovered

- Outperforms NeRF and NV

- Does not rely on domain specific priors (e.g., the dog example)



Critique / Limitations / Open Issues 

- Can the method handle larger deformations that include full body motions?

- What would happen if the captured data is under lighting variations?

- What if background is also moving?

- How much data is needed (density of capture)?



Contributions (Recap) 

- A deformation field for 3D point warping

- High-fidelity reconstructions

- A canonical NeRF model as a template for all observations

- A method for generating photorealistic novel views of humans


